SALISBURY THEATRE
MESSRS. COLLINS and DAVIS present their most grateful respects to the Ladies and Gentlemen of
Salisbury, the Close, and neighbourhood, and beg permission to inform them, that they propose
opening the Theatre on Friday the 13th of November, when the entertainments will be as follow:
An occasional Address to the Ladies and Gentlemen of Salisbury, to be spoken by Mr. Collins; after
which, the admired and much-celebrated new Comedy (never acted here) called
The CHILD of NATURE.
With the favourite Entertainment, in three Acts, called
The MIDNIGHT HOUR.
N.B. The house will be well aired, elegantly lighted up, and every preparation made that can render
the place agreeable.
The managers beg leave to assure their very worthy friends, the Ladies and Gentlemen of Salisbury,
and the country adjacent, that they are so happy as to have it in their power to lay before them this
season, a splendid variety of entertainments; such as they are confident must meet the approbation
of the most discriminating fancy, which they have sought out and prepared at a great degree of
expence (sic.) and pains; – and that they are bold to anticipate the return that they will meet for their
assiduity in the particular approbation and content which they confidently hope to be able to give in an
increased degree this season to every individual who will favour them by frequenting their house.
They hope to be able (and flatter themselves that they will) by the peculiar manner in which they have
prepared themselves, to counteract the gloominess of the coming season; and to add much to the
amusement of the inhabitants; and as they wish to make every thing as comfortable, as elegantly
comfortable as possible, they will be happy to receive any hint, and follow it, (if hint should be
wanting) as to any thing (sic.) that may help to promote that general satisfaction which they hope at
this meeting, in an eminent degree, to establish throughout every part of the Theatre.
They propose granting Subscription or General Admission Tickets (benefit nights excepted) for the
boxes and pit, on the following reasonable terms: A BOX TICKET, transferable for the season,
1l.14s. and with the addition of 1s. to admit two into the Pit – A PIT Ticket, transferable for the season,
1l.3s.
N.B. A Box or Pit Subscription Ticket will admit only one person at half price, or in the gallery.
Tickets may be had at the Printing-Office on the Canal. Among a variety of new pieces to be
performed will be, the much celebrated Highland Reel, The Battle of Hexham, False Appearances,
The Married Man, Trip to Scarborough, Child of Nature, The Shepherd of Snowdon, a musical
entertainment (written by a neighbouring gentleman), The Bastile, or Triumph of Liberty, &c. &c.
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